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Abstract—Chip-multiprocessors (CMPs) have become the
mainstream chip design in recent years; for scalability reasons,
designs with high core counts tend towards tiled CMPs with
physically distributed shared caches. This naturally leads to a
Non-Uniform Cache Architecture (NUCA) design, where onchip access latencies depend on the physical distances between
requesting cores and home cores where the data is cached.
Improving data locality is thus key to performance, and several
studies have addressed this problem using data replication and
data migration.
In this paper, we consider another mechanism, hardwarelevel thread migration. This approach, we argue, can better
exploit shared data locality for NUCA designs by effectively
replacing multiple round-trip remote cache accesses with a
smaller number of migrations. High migration costs, however,
make it crucial to use thread migrations judiciously; we therefore
propose a novel, on-line prediction scheme which decides whether
to perform a remote access (as in traditional NUCA designs) or
to perform a thread migration at the instruction level. For a set
of parallel benchmarks, our thread migration predictor improves
the performance by 18% on average and at best by 2.3X over
the standard NUCA design that only uses remote accesses.

I. BACKGROUND
In the recent years, transistor density has continued to
grow [13] and Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) with four or more
cores on a single chip have become common in the commodity
and server-class general-purpose processor markets [25]. To
further improve performance and use the available transistors
more efficiently, architects are resorting to medium and largescale multicores both in academia (e.g., Raw [31], TRIPS [26])
and industry (e.g., Tilera [12], [4], Intel TeraFLOPS [29]), and
industry pundits are predicting 1000 or more cores in a few
years [5].
With this trend towards massive multicore chips, a tiled
architecture where each core has a slice of the last-level onchip cache has become a popular design, and these physically
distributed per-core cache slices are unified into one large,
logically shared cache, known as the Non-Uniform Cache
Architecture (NUCA) [18]. In the pure form of NUCA, only
one copy of a given cache line is kept on chip, maximizing the
effective on-chip cache capacity and reducing off-chip access
rates. In addition, because only one copy is ever present onchip, no two caches can disagree about the value at a given
address and cache coherence is trivially ensured. A private percore cache organization, in comparison, would need to rely
on a complex coherence mechanism (e.g., a directory-based
coherence protocol); these mechanisms not only pay large area
costs but also also incur performance costs because repeated

cache invalidations are required for shared data with frequent
writes. NUCA obviates the need for such coherence overhead.
The downside of NUCA designs, however, is high onchip access latency, since every access to an address cached
remotely must cross the physical distances between the requesting core and the home core where the data can be cached.
Therefore, various NUCA and hybrid designs have been
proposed to improve data locality, leveraging data migration
and replication techniques previously explored in the NUMA
context (e.g., [30]). These techniques move private data to
its owner core and replicate read-only shared data among the
sharers at OS level [11], [15], [1] or aided by hardware [33],
[8], [28]. While these schemes improve performance on some
kinds of data, they still do not take full advantage of spatiotemporal locality and rely on remote cache accesses with twomessage round trips to access read/write shared data cached
on a remote core.
To address this limitation and take advantage of available
data locality in a memory organization where there is only one
copy of data, we consider another mechanism, fine-grained
hardware-level thread migration [19], [20]: when an access is
made to data cached at a remote core, the executing thread is
simply migrated to that core, and execution continues there.
When several consecutive accesses are made to data assigned
to a given core, migrating the thread context allows the thread
to make a sequence of local accesses on the destination core
rather than pay the performance penalty of the corresponding
remote accesses, potentially better exploiting data locality. Due
to the high cost of thread migration, however, it is crucial to
judiciously decide whether to perform remote accesses (as in
traditional NUCA designs) or thread migrations, a question
which has not been thoroughly explored.
In this paper, we explore the tradeoff between the two
different memory access mechanisms and answer the question
of when to migrate threads instead of performing NUCAstyle remote accesses. We propose a novel, on-line prediction
scheme which detects the first instruction of each memory
instruction sequence in which every instruction accesses the
same home core and decides to migrate depending on the
length of this sequence. This decision is done at instruction
granularity. With a good migration predictor, thread migration
can be considered as a new means for memory access in
NUCA designs, that is complementary to remote access.
In the remainder of this paper,
• we first describe two memory access mechanisms –
remote cache access and thread migration – and explain

•

•

the tradeoffs between the two;
we present a novel, PC-based migration prediction
scheme which decides at instruction granularity whether
to perform a remote access or a thread migration;
through simulations of a set of parallel benchmarks, we
show that thread migrations with our migration predictor
result in a performance improvement of 18% on average
and at best by 2.3X compared to the baseline NUCA
design which only uses remote accesses.
II. M EMORY ACCESS F RAMEWORK

NUCA architectures eschew capacity-eroding replication
and obviate the need for a coherence mechanism entirely by
combining the per-core caches into one large logically shared
cache [18]. The address space is divided among the cores in
such a way that each address is assigned to a unique home core
where the data corresponding to the address can be cached;
this necessitates a memory access mechanism when a thread
wishes to access an address not assigned to the core it is
running on. The NUCA architectures proposed so far use a
remote access mechanism, where a request is sent to the home
core and the data (for loads) or acknowledgement (for writes)
is sent back to the requesting core.
In what follows, we first describe the remote access mechanism used by traditional NUCA designs. We also describe
another mechanism, hardware-level thread migration, which
has the potential to better exploit data locality by moving the
thread context to the home core. Then, we explore the tradeoff
between the two and present a memory access framework for
NUCA architectures which combines the two mechanisms.
A. Remote Cache Access
Since on-chip access latencies are highly sensitive to the
physical distances between requesting cores and home cores,
effective data placement is critical for NUCA to deliver high
performance. In standard NUCA architectures, the operating
system controls memory-to-core mapping via the existing
virtual memory mechanism: when a virtual address is first
mapped to a physical page, the OS chooses where the relevant
page should be cached by mapping the virtual page to a
physical address range assigned to a specific core. Since the
OS knows which thread causes a page fault, more sophisticated
heuristics can be used: for example, in a first-touch-style
scheme, the OS can map the page to the core where the
thread is running, taking advantage of data access locality. For
maximum data placement flexibility, each core might include
a Core Assignment Table (CAT), which stores the home core
for each page in the memory space. Akin to a TLB, the percore CAT serves as a cache for a larger structure stored in
main memory. In such a system, the page-to-core assignment
might be made when the OS is handling the page fault caused
by the first access to the page; the CAT cache at each core is
then filled as needed1 .
1 Core

Assignment Table (CAT) is not an additional requirement for our
framework. Our memory access framework can be integrated with any data
placement scheme.

Under the remote-access framework, all non-local memory
accesses cause a request to be transmitted over the interconnect
network, the access to be performed in the remote core, and
the data (for loads) or acknowledgement (for writes) to be sent
back to the requesting core: when a core C executes a memory
access for address A, it must
1) compute the home core H for A (e.g., by consulting the
CAT or masking the appropriate bits);
2) if H = C (a core hit),
a) forward the request for A to the cache hierarchy
(possibly resulting in a DRAM or next-level cache
access);
3) if H 6= C (a core miss),
a) send a remote access request for address A to core
H;
b) when the request arrives at H, forward it to H’s
cache hierarchy (possibly resulting in a DRAM
access);
c) when the cache access completes, send a response
back to C;
d) once the response arrives at C, continue execution.
Accessing data cached on a remote core requires a potentially expensive two-message round-trip: unlike a private cache
organization where a coherence protocol (e.g., directory-based
protocol) would take advantage of spatial and temporal locality
by making a copy of the block containing the data in the local
cache, a traditional NUCA design must repeat the round-trip
for every remote access. Optimally, to reduce remote cache
access costs, data private to a thread should be assigned to the
core the thread is executing on or to a nearby core; threads that
share data should be allocated to nearby cores and the shared
data assigned to geographically central cores that minimize
the average remote access delays. In some cases, efficiency
considerations might dictate that critical portions of shared
read-only data be replicated in several per-core caches to
reduce overall access costs. For shared read/write data cached
on a remote core (which are not, in general, candidates for
replication), a thread still needs to perform remote accesses.
B. Thread Migration
In addition to the remote access mechanism, fine-grained,
hardware-level thread migration has been proposed to exploit
data locality for NUCA architectures [19], [20]. A thread
migration mechanism brings the thread to the locus of the data
instead of the other way around: when a thread needs access
to an address cached on another core, the hardware efficiently
migrates the thread’s execution context to the core where
the memory is (or is allowed to be) cached and continues
execution there.
If a thread is already executing at the destination core, it
must be evicted and migrated to a core where it can continue
running. To reduce the necessity for evictions and amortize the
latency of migrations, cores duplicate the architectural context
(register file, etc.) and allow a core to multiplex execution
among two (or more) concurrent threads. To prevent deadlock,
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Fig. 1. In NUCA architectures, memory accesses to addresses not assigned to the local core result in remote data accesses. Here, we add another mechanism
for accessing remote memory – migrating a thread to the home core where the data is cached. In this paper, we propose an on-line decision scheme which
efficiently decides between a remote access and a thread migration for every memory access.

one context is marked as the native context and the other is
the guest context: a core’s native context may only hold the
thread that started execution on that core (called the thread’s
native core), and evicted threads must migrate to their native
cores to guarantee deadlock freedom [10].
Briefly, when a core C running thread T executes a memory
access for address A, it must
1) compute the home core H for A (e.g., by consulting the
CAT or masking the appropriate bits);
2) if H = C (a core hit),
a) forward the request for A to the cache hierarchy
(possibly resulting in a DRAM access);
3) if H 6= C (a core miss),
a) interrupt the execution of the thread on C (as for
a precise exception),
b) migrate the microarchitectural state to H via the
on-chip interconnect:
i) if H is the native core for T , place it in the
native context slot;
ii) otherwise:
A) if the guest slot on H contains another
thread T 0 , evict T 0 and migrate it to its
native core N 0
B) move T into the guest slot for H;
c) resume execution of T on H, requesting A from its
cache hierarchy (and potentially accessing backing
DRAM or the next-level cache).
Although the migration framework requires hardware
changes to the baseline NUCA system (since the core itself
must be designed to support efficient migration), it migrates
threads directly over the interconnect network to achieve the
shortest possible migration latencies, which is faster than other
thread migration approaches (such as OS-level migration or
Thread Motion [24], which uses special cache entries to store
thread contexts and leverages the existing cache coherence

protocol to migrate threads). In terms of a thread context size
that needs to be migrated, the relevant architectural state in
a 64-bit x86 processor amounts to about 3.1Kbits (16 64-bit
general-purpose registers, 16 128-bit floating-point registers
and special purpose registers, e.g., rflags, rip and mxcsr),
which is the context size we are assuming in this paper. The
thread context size may vary depending on the architecture;
in the Tilera TILEPro64 [4], for example, it amounts to about
2.2Kbits (64 32-bit registers and a few special registers).
C. Hybrid Framework
We propose a hybrid memory access framework for NUCA
architectures by combining the two mechanisms described:
each core-miss memory access may either perform the access
via a remote access as in Section II-A or migrate the current
execution thread as in Section II-B. The hybrid architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1. For each access to memory cached on
a remote core, a decision algorithm determines whether the
access should migrate to the target core or execute a remote
access.
As discussed earlier, the approach of migrating the thread
context can potentially better take advantage of spatiotemporal
locality: where a remote access mechanism would have to
make repeated round-trips to the same remote core to access its
memory, thread migration makes a one-way trip to the core
where the memory can be cached and continues execution
there; unless every other word accessed resides at a different
core, it will make far fewer network trips.
At the same time, we need to consider the cost of thread migration: given a large thread context size, the thread migration
cost is much larger than the cost required by remote-accessonly NUCA designs. Therefore, when a thread is migrated to
another core, it needs to make several local memory accesses
to make the migration “worth it.” While some of this can be
addressed via intelligent data layout [27] and memory access
reordering at the compiler level, occasional “one-off” accesses

seem inevitable and migrating threads for these accesses will
result in expensive back-and-forth context transfers. If such
an access can be predicted, however, we can adopt a hybrid
approach where “one-off” accesses are executed under the
remote access protocol, and migrations handle sequences of
accesses to the same core. The next section discusses how we
address this decision problem.
III. T HREAD M IGRATION P REDICTION
As described in Section II, it is crucial for the hybrid
memory access architecture (remote access + thread migration)
to make a careful decision whether to follow the remote
access protocol or the thread migration protocol. Furthermore,
because this decision must be taken on every access, it must
be implementable as efficient hardware. Since thread migration
has an advantage over the remote access protocol for multiple
contiguous memory accesses to the same location but not
for “one-off” accesses, our migration predictor focuses on
detecting such memory sequences that are worth migrating.
A. Detection of Migratory Instructions
Our migration predictor is based on the observation that
sequences of consecutive memory accesses to the same home
core are highly correlated with the program (instruction) flow,
and moreover, these patterns are fairly consistent and repetitive
across the entire program execution. At a high level, the
predictor operates as follows:
1) when a program first starts execution, it basically runs
as on a standard NUCA organization which only uses
remote accesses;
2) as it continues execution, it keeps monitoring the home
core information for each memory access, and
3) remembers each first instruction of every sequence of
multiple successive accesses to the same home core;
4) depending on the length of the sequence, marks the
instruction either as a migratory instruction or a remoteaccess instruction;
5) the next time a thread executes the instruction, it migrates to the home core if it is a migratory instruction,
and performs a remote access if it is a remote-access
instruction.
The detection of migratory instructions which trigger thread
migrations can be easily done by tracking how many consecutive accesses to the same remote core have been made,
and if this count exceeds a threshold, marking the instruction
to trigger migration. If it does not exceed the threshold, the
instruction is marked as a remote-access instruction, which is
the default state. This requires very little hardware resources:
each thread tracks (1) Home, which maintains the home
location (core ID) for the current requested memory address,
(2) Depth, which indicates how many times so far a thread
has contiguously accessed the current home location (i.e., the
Home field), and (3) Start PC, which keeps record of the PC
of the very first instruction among memory sequences that
accessed the home location that is stored in the Home field.
We separately define the depth threshold θ, which indicates

the depth at which we determine the instruction as migratory.
With a 64-bit PC, 64 cores (i.e., 6 bits to store the home
core ID) and a depth threshold of 8 (3 bits for the depth
field), it requires a total of 73 bits; even with a larger core
count and a larger threshold, fewer than 100 bits are sufficient
to maintain this data structure. When a thread migrates, this
data structure needs to be transferred together with its 3.1Kbit
context (cf. II-B), resulting in 3.2Kbits in total. In addition,
we add one bit to each instruction in the instruction cache (see
details in Section III-B) indicating whether the instruction has
been marked as a migratory instruction or not, a negligible
overhead.
The detection mechanism is as follows: when a thread T
executes a memory instruction for address A whose PC = P,
it must
1) compute the home core H for A (e.g., by consulting the
CAT or masking the appropriate bits);
2) if Home = H (i.e., memory access to the same home
core as that of the previous memory access),
a) if Depth < θ,
i) increment Depth by one, then if Depth = θ,
StartPC is marked as a migratory instruction.
3) if Home 6= H (i.e., a new sequence starts with a new
home core),
a) if Depth < θ,
i) StartPC is marked as a remote-access instruction2 ;
b) reset the entry (i.e., Home = H, PC = P, Depth =
1).
Figure 2 shows an example of the detection mechanism
when θ = 2. Suppose a thread executes a sequence of memory
instructions, I1 ∼ I8 . Non-memory instuctions are ignored
because they do not change the entry content nor affect the
mechanism. The PC of each instruction from I1 to I8 is PC1 ,
PC2 , ... PC8 , respectively, and the home core for the memory
address that each instruction accesses is specified next to each
PC. When I1 is first executed, the entry {Home, Depth, Start
PC} will hold the value of {A, 1, PC1 }. Then, when I2 is
executed, since the home core of I2 (B) is different from Home
which maintains the home core of the previous instruction
I1 (A), the entry is reset with the information of I2 . Since
the Depth to core A has not reached the depth threshold,
PC1 is marked as a remote-access instruction (default). The
same thing happens for I3 , setting PC2 as a remote-access
instruction. Now when I4 is executed, it accesses the same
home core C and thus only the Depth field needs to be updated
(incremented by one). After the Depth field is updated, it
needs to be checked to see if it has reached the threshold
θ. Since we assumed θ = 2, the depth to the home core
C now has reached the threshold and therefore, PC3 in the
Start PC field, which represents the first instruction (I3 ) that
2 Since

all instructions are initially considered as remote-accesses, marking
the instruction as a remote-access instruction will have no effect if it has not
been classified as a migratory instruction. If the instruction was migratory,
however, it reverts back to the remote-access mode.

accessed this home core C, is now classified as a migratory
instruction. For I5 and I6 which keep accessing the same
home core C, we need not update the entry because the first,
migration-triggering instruction has already been detected for
this sequence. Executing I7 resets the entry and starts a new
memory sequence for the home core A, and similarly, I7 is
detected as a migratory instruction when I8 is executed. Once
a specific instruction (or PC) is classified as a migratory
instruction and is again encountered, a thread will directly
migrate instead of sending a remote request and waiting for a
reply.
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An example how instructions (or PC’s) which are followed by
consecutive accesses to the same home location, i.e., migratory instructions
are detected in the case of the depth threshold θ = 2. Setting θ = 2 means
that a thread will perform remote accesses for “one-off” accesses and will
migrate for multiple accesses (≥ 2) to the same home core.

Figure 3 shows how this migration predictor actually improves data locality for the example sequence we used in
Figure 2. Suppose a thread originated at core A, and thus, it
runs on core A. Under a standard, remote-access-only NUCA
where the thread will never leave its native core A, the memory
sequence will incur five round-trip remote accesses; among
eight instructions from I1 to I8 , only three of them (I1 , I7
and I8 ) are accessing core A which result in core hits. With
our migration predictor, the first execution of the sequence
will be the same as the baseline NUCA, but from the second
execution, the thread will now migrate at I3 and I7 . This
generates two migrations, but since I4 , I5 and I6 now turn
into core hits (i.e., local accesses) at core C, it only performs
one remote access for I2 . Overall, five out of eight instructions
turn into local accesses with effective thread migration.
B. Storing and Lookup of Migratory Instructions
Once a migratory instruction is detected, a mechanism to
store the detection is necessary because a thread needs to

migrate when it executes this instruction again during the
program. We add one-bit called the “migratory bit” for each
instruction in the instruction cache to store this information.
Initially, these bits are all zeros; all memory instructions are
handled by remote-accesses when the program first starts execution. When a particular instruction is detected as a migratory
instruction, this migration bit is set to 1. The bit is set to 0
if the instruction is marked as a remote-access instruction,
allowing migratory instructions to revert back to the remoteaccess mode. In this manner, the lookup of the migratory
information for an instruction also becomes trivial because the
migratory bit can be read together with the instruction during
the instruction fetch phase with almost no overhead.
When the cache block containing a migratory instruction
gets evicted from the instruction cache, we can choose either to
store the information in memory, or to simply discard it. In the
latter case, it is true that we may lose the migratory bit for the
instruction and thus, a thread will choose to perform a remote
access for the first execution when the instruction is reloaded
in the cache from memory. We believe, however, that this
effect is negligible because miss rates for instruction caches are
extremely low and furthermore, frequently-used instructions
are rarely evicted from the on-chip cache. We assume the
migratory information is not lost in our experiments.
Another subtlety is that since the thread context transferred
during migration does not contain instruction cache entries,
the thread can potentially make different decisions depending
on which core it is currently running on, i.e., which instruction
cache it is accessing. We rarely observed prediction inaccuracies introduced by this, however. For multithreaded benchmarks, all worker threads execute almost identical instructions
(although on different data), and when we actually checked
the detected migratory instructions for all threads, they were
almost identical; this effectively results in the same migration
decisions for any instruction cache. Therefore, a thread can
perform migration prediction based on the I-$ at the current
core it is running on without the overhead of having to send
the migratory information with its context. It is important to
note that even if a misprediction occurs due to either cache
eviction or thread migration (which is very rare), the memory

access will still be carried out correctly (albeit perhaps with
suboptimal performance), and the functional correctness of the
program is maintained.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Simulation Framework
We use Pin [2] and Graphite [22] to model the proposed
NUCA architecture that supports both remote-access and
thread migration. Pin enables runtime binary instrumentation
of parallel programs, including the S PLASH -2 [32] benchmarks we use here; Graphite implements a tile-based multicore, memory subsystem, and network, modeling performance
and ensuring functional correctness. The default settings used
for the various system configuration parameters are summarized in Table I.
Parameter

Settings

Cores

64 in-order, 5-stage pipeline, single-issue
cores, 2-way fine-grain multithreading
32/128 KB, 2/4-way set associative
2D Mesh, XY routing, 3 cycles per hop,
128b flits
3.2 Kbits execution context size (cf. Section III-A)
m
l

L1/L2 cache per core
Electrical network

Data Placement
Memory

size
Context load/unload latency: pkt
flit size =
26 cycles
Context pipeline insertion latency = 3
cycles
FIRST- TOUCH , 4 KB page size
30 GB/s bandwidth, 75 ns latency

TABLE I
S YSTEM CONFIGURATIONS USED

For data placement, we use the first-touch after initialization
policy which allocates the page to the core that first accesses it
after parallel processing has started. This allows private pages
to be mapped locally to the core that uses them, and avoids all
the pages being mapped to the same core where the main data
structure is initialized before the actual parallel region starts.
B. Application benchmarks
Our experiments used a set of Splash-2 [32] benchmarks:
fft, lu contiguous, lu non contiguous, ocean contiguous,
ocean non contiguous, radix, raytrace and water-n2 , and two
in-house distributed hash table benchmarks: dht lp for linear
probing and dht sc for separate chaining. We also used a
modified set of Splash-2 benchmarks [27]: fft rep, lu rep,
ocean rep, radix rep, raytrace rep and water rep, where each
benchmark was profiled and manually modified so that the
frequently-accessed shared data are replicated permanently
(for read-only data) or temporarily (for read-write data)
among the relevant application threads. These benchmarks

Fig. 4. The fraction of memory accesses requiring accesses to another core
(i.e., core misses). The core miss rates decrease when thread migrations are
effectively used.

with careful replication3 allow us to explore the benefits of
thread migration on NUCA designs with more sophisticated
data placement and replication algorithms like R-NUCA [15].
Rather than settling on and implementing one of the many
automated schemes in the literature, we use modified Splash2 benchmarks which implement all beneficial replications, and
can serve as a reference placement/replication scheme.
Each application was run to completion using the recommended input set for the number of cores used. For each
simulation run, we measured the average latency for memory
operations as a metric of the average performance of the
multicore system. We also tracked the number of memory
accesses being served by either remote accesses or thread
migrations.
C. Performance
We first compare the core miss rates for a NUCA system
without and with thread migration: the results are shown in
Figure 4. The depth threshold θ is set to 3 for our hybrid
NUCA, which basically aims to perform remote accesses for
memory sequences with one or two accesses and migrations
for those with ≥ 3 accesses to the same core. We show how
the results change with different values of θ in Section IV-D.
While 29% of total memory accesses result in core misses
for remote-access-only NUCA on average, NUCA with our
migration predictor results in a core miss rate of 18%, which
is a 38% improvement in data locality. This directly relates
to better performance for NUCA with thread migration as
shown in Figure 5. For our set of benchmarks, thread migration performance is no worse than the performance of the
baseline NUCA and is better by up to 2.3X, resulting in 18%
better performance on average (geometric mean) across all
benchmarks.
Figure 6 shows the fraction of core miss accesses handled by
remote accesses and thread migrations in our hybrid NUCA
scheme. Radix is a good example where a large fraction of
remote accesses are successfully replaced with a much smaller
number of migrations: it originally showed 43% remote access
rate under a remote-access-only NUCA (cf. Figure 4), but
3 Our

modifications were limited to rearranging and replicating the main
data structures to take full advantage of data locality for shared data. Our
modifications were strictly source-level, and did not alter the algorithm used.

Fig. 5. Average memory latency of our hybrid NUCA (remote-access +
thread migration) with θ = 3 normalized to the baseline remote-access-only
NUCA.

Fig. 6. The breakdown of core miss rates handled by remote accesses and
migrations

it decreases to 7.9% by introducing less than 0.01% of
migrations, resulting in 5.4X less core misses in total. Across
all benchmarks, the average migration rate is only 3% and
these small number of thread migrations results in a 38%
improvement in data locality (i.e., core miss rates) and an
18% improvement in overall performance.
D. Effects of the Depth Threshold
We change the value of the depth threshold θ = 2, 3
and 5 and explore how the fraction of core-miss accesses
being handled by remote-accesses and migrations changes. As
shown in Figure 7, the ratio of remote-accesses to migrations
increases with larger θ. The average performance improvement
over the remote-access-only NUCA is 13%, 18% and 15%
for the case of θ = 2, 3 and 5, respectively (cf. Figure 8).
The reason why θ = 2 performs worse than θ = 3 with almost
the same core miss rate is because of its higher migration
rate; due to the large thread context size, the cost of a single
thread migration is much higher than that of a single remote
access and needs, on average, a higher depth to achieve better
performance.
V. R ELATED W ORK
To provide faster access of large on-chip caches, the nonuniform memory architecture (NUMA) paradigm has been
extended to single-die caches, resulting in a non-uniform
cache access (NUCA) architecture [18], [9]. Data replication
and migration, critical to the performance of NUCA designs,
were originally evaluated in the context of multiprocessor

Fig. 7. The fraction of remote-accesses and migrations for the standard
NUCA and hybrid NUCAs with the different depth thresholds (2, 3 and 5)
averaged across all the benchmarks.

Fig. 8. Average memory latency of hybrid NUCAs with the different depth
thresholds (2, 3 and 5) normalized to that of the standard NUCA averaged
across all the benchmarks.

NUMA architectures (e.g., [30]), but the differences in both
interconnect delays and memory latencies make the general
OS-level approaches studied inappropriate for today’s fast onchip interconnects.
NUCA architectures were applied to CMPs [3], [17] and
more recent research has explored data distribution and migration among on-chip NUCA caches with traditional and
hybrid cache coherence schemes to improve data locality. An
OS-assisted software approach is proposed in [11] to control
the data placement on distributed caches by mapping virtual
addresses to different cores at page granularity. When adding
affinity bits to TLB, pages can be remapped at runtime [15],
[11]. The CoG [1] page coloring scheme moves pages to
the “center of gravity” to improve data placement. The O2
scheduler [6], an OS-level scheme for memory allocation
and thread scheduling, improves memory performance in
distributed-memory multicores by keeping threads and the
data they use on the same core. Zhang proposed replicating
recently used cache lines [33] which requires a directory
to keep track of sharers. Reactive NUCA (R-NUCA) [15]
obviates the need for a directory mechanism for the on-chip
last-level cache by only replicating read-only data based on
the premise that shared read-write data do not benefit from
replication. Other schemes add hardware support for page
migration support [8], [28]. Although manual optimizations of
programs that take advantage of the programmer’s applicationlevel knowledge can replicate not only read-only data but
also read-write shared data during periods when it is not
being written [27], only read-only pages are candidates for
replication for a NUCA substrate in general automated data

placement schemes. Instead of how to allocate data to cores,
our work focuses on how to access the remote data that is not
mapped to the local core, especially when replication is not
an option. While prior NUCA designs rely on remote accesses
with two-message round trips, we consider choosing between
remote accesses and thread migrations based on our migration
predictor to more fully exploit data locality.
Migrating computation to the locus of the data is not itself
a novel idea. Hector Garcia-Molina in 1984 introduced the
idea of moving processing to data in memory bound architectures [14]. In recent years migrating execution context has
re-emerged in the context of single-chip multicores. Michaud
shows the benefits of using execution migration to improve the
overall on-chip cache capacity and utilizes this for migrating
selective sequential programs to improve performance [21].
Computation spreading [7] splits thread code into segments
and assigns cores responsible for different segments, and
execution is migrated to improve code locality. A compile-time
program transformation based migration scheme is proposed
in [16] that attempts to improve remote data access. Migration
is used to move part of the current thread to the processor
where the data resides, thus making the thread portion local. In the design-for-power domain, rapid thread migration
among cores in different voltage/frequency domains has been
proposed to allow less demanding computation phases to
execute on slower cores to improve overall power/performance
ratios [24]. In the area of reliability, migrating threads among
cores has allowed salvaging of cores which cannot execute
some instructions because of manufacturing faults [23]. Thread
migration has also been used to provide memory coherence
among per-core caches [19], [20] using a deadlock-free finegrained thread migration protocol [10]. We adopt the thread
migration protocol of [10] for our hybrid memory access
framework that supports both remote accesses and thread
migrations. Although the hybrid architecture is introduced
in [19], [20], they do not answer the question of how to
effectively decide/predict which mechanism to follow for each
memory access considering the tradeoffs between the two.
This paper proposes a novel, PC-based migration predictor
that makes these decisions at runtime, and improves overall
performance.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this manuscript, we have presented an on-line, PC-based
thread migration predictor for memory access in distributed
shared caches. Our results show that migrating threads for
sequences of multiple accesses to the same core can improve
data locality in NUCA architectures, and with our predictor,
it can result in better overall performance compared to the
traditional NUCA designs which only rely on remote-accesses.
Our future research directions include improving the migration predictor to better capture the dynamically changing
behavior during program execution and to consider other
factors than access sequence depths, such as distances or
energy consumption. Furthermore, we will also explore how
to reduce single-thread migration costs (i.e., the thread context

size being transferred) by expanding the functionality of the
migration predictor to predict and send only the useful part of
the context in each migration.
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